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RIGID-BODY AND ELASTIC SOLUTIONS TO SHIELD MECHANICS 

By Thomas M. Barczak1 

ABSTRACT 

This report describes Bureau of Mines research to develop methods to 
evaluate loading on longwall roof supports to permit better design and 
more efficient utilization of these structures in compliance with the 
geological conditions in which they are employed. The resultant verti
cal and horizontal force acting on the canopy of a shield can be deter
mined, either from a statically determinate solution assuming rigid-body 
mechanics and elimination of certain unknowns, or from an elastic solu
tion by analysis of the load-displacement relationship of the shield 
structure. A two-dimensional rigid-body model is presented that deter
mines resultant shield forces by measurement of leg, canopy capsule, 
and lemniscate link forces. An elastic solution is presented, in the 
form of an elastic stiffness model with two degrees of freedom, which 
'describes the load-displacement relationship from the stiffness of the 
shield structure as determined in the Bureau's Mine Roof Simulator 
(MRS). The ability of both models to determine resultant forces acting 
on the shield canopy are evaluated from full-scale tests in the MRS. 
More advanced numerical models are also discussed as part of the 
Bureau's continuing effort in the evaluation of roof support structures. 

'Research physicist, pittsburgh Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburqh, PA. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the goals of the Bureau of Mines 
research is to develop methods to evalu
ate loading on longwall roof supports to 
improve support design and utilization. 
Better design or utilization of these 
support structures can only be realized 
if their actual loading can be deter
mined. Past efforts to evaluate the 
loading of longwall roof supports have 
generally been limited to rigid-body 
mechanics and static analysis of the sup
port structure (l-2. 2 A statically de
terminate solution can be achieved with 
rigid-body mechanics only if some un
knowns are eliminated. The Bureau has 
determined that the resultant vertical 
and horizontal force acting on the canopy 
of a longwall shield can be determined by 
measurement of leg, canopy capsule, and 
lemniscate link forces. Reaction moments 
and gob loading acting on the caving 
shield are ignored to produce a determi 
nate solution in two dimensions. 

Another approach to the solution of 
shield mechanics (resultant loading) is 
an elastic analysis of the shield struc
ture. This analysis considers the entire 
shield as an elastically deformable body 
and determines the load-displacement re
lationship of this body. The Bureau has 
developed an elastic stiffness model with 
two degrees of freedom, which relates 
horizontal and vertical shield displace
ment to resultant horizontal and vertical 
forces acting on the canopy. 

The development and limitations of 
rigid-body and elastic models are de
scribed in this report. The effective
ness of both models to determine hori
zontal and vertical shield loading are 
evaluated from controlled tests in the 
Bureau's Mine Roof Simulator (MRS) (fig. 
1). A description of the MRS and its 
capabilities is provided in appendix A. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

Acknowledgement is made to W. Scott 
Burton, former mechanical engineer, Boe
ing Services International, Pittsburgh, 

PA, who helped develop the techniques and 
models described in this report. 

RIGID-BODY SOLUTIONS 

The rigid-body solution of shield me
chanics used by the Bureau assumes all 
components act as rigid bodies without 
deformation during load application. In 
reality, structures are never absolutely 
rigid and deform under the loads to which 
they are subjected. These deformations 
are usually small and do not appreciably 
affect the conditions of equilibrium. As 
such, a rigid-body solution to shield 
mechanics is pursued. 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

The most general evaluation of shield 
mechanics is to determine resultant load
ing (resultant forces acting on shield 

numbers in parentheses re
fer to items in the list of references 
precedinq the appendixes. 

canopy) in three directions: vertical 
(roof-to-floor), horizontal (face-to
waste), and lateral (parallel to the 
face). Assuming forces and moments occur 
at each reaction point, each reaction in 
the shield structure is considered to 
have six degrees of freedom consisting of 
three force and three moment components. 
Such an analysis is indeterminate to a 
high degree (l). This system of equa
tions can be reduced by combining like 
forces, such as left and right leg and 
lemniscate forces, into single equivalent 
force couple systems. Other reductions 
can be made by realistic assumptions that 
eliminate insignificant forces, such as 
lateral leg and canopy capsule forces. 
By proper elimination of these forces and 
moments, a determinate solution can be 
found that predicts resultant forces 
acting on the shield canopy in three 
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FIGURE 1.-Mlne Roof Simulator. 
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(vertical, horizontal, lateral) dimen
sions. The solution of this set of equa
tions requires the measurement of leg, 
canopy capsule, and lemniscate link 
forces. The three-dimensional equations 
of equilibrium for each shield component 
are presented in appendix B. A complete 
solution to this system of equations can 
be found in reference 3. 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

The primary function of the shield sup
port is to control roof-to-floor and 
face-to-waste strata displacements. Lat
eral loading parallel to the face line is 
not considered to be prominent in 10ng
wall mining. Hence, a two-dimensional 
(vertical, horizontal) analyses of shield 
mechanics seems appropriate. 

A planar model of a two-leg shield sup
port is illustrated in figure 2. The 
static equations of equilibrium can be 
deduced from the three-dimensional equa
tions presented in appendix B by elimina
tion of out-of-plane forces and moments. 
The two-dimensional model assumes there 
are no lateral (parallel to the face) 
loads acting on the support and does not 
consider the effect of moment loading due 

3 

Tip 

FIGURE 2.-Planar model of longwall shield support. 

to imbalances in leg and lemniscate link 
forces. There is also assumed to be no 
gob loading, which is necessary to pro
vide a determinate solution. Theoretical 
studies have shown that the presence of 
gob load acting on the caving shield has 
little impact on resultant vertical force 
determinations (±). The impact of gob 
loading on horizontal force determina
tions can be significant, causing errors 
in horizontal force determinations of 
about 10 to 15 pct. 

The solution of the two-dimensional 
force determinations requires the mea
surement of leg, canopy capsule, and com
pression lemniscate link forces. These 
measurements can be made using a simple 
eight-sensor instrumentation array (fig. 
3) consisting of two pressure transducers 
to measure leg pressures in each leg 
cylinder; two pressure transducers, one 
each to measure canopy capsule extraction 
and retraction pressure; and four strain 
gauges, two on each compression lemnis
cate link to measure link strain. This 
instrumentation array has been tested un
derground and found to be an effective 
method for determining these shield 
measurements (±-2)' 

Tests were conducted in the Bureau's 
MRS to evaluate the ability of the two
dimensional rigid-body model to determine 
resultant vertical and horizontal shield 
loading. The rigid-body model was found 
to be able to predict resultant vertical 
forces to within 5 pct and horizontal 
forces to within 25 pct in the worst 
case. Vertical shield load was typically 
predicted to within 3 pct for resultant 
forces acting near the leg reaction, and 
horizontal load predictions under most 
load conditions were within 10 to 15 pct 
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array. 

of the applied forces. Representative 
examples of the rigid-body model force 
vertical and horizontal force predictions 
are shown in figure 4. 
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FIGURE 4.-Rigld·body model resultant vertical and 
horizontal force predictions. 

ELASTIC MODEL SOLUTIONS 

The primary disadvantage of the rigid
body model is the assumptions required to 
produce a determinate solution. As pre
viously indicated, several moment reac
tions and gob loading were eliminated to 
produce the determinate solution. These 
assumptions limit the accuracy of the 
model. The two-dimensional model aver
ages imbalances in loading relative to 
out-of-plane forces, which also limits 
the capability of the model. Finally, 
tests have indicated that components of a 
typical shield support, the canopy in 
particular, are relatively weak in bend
ing strength and can experience signifi
cant deformation during loading. This 
deformation can significantly affect the 
loading distribution under certain load 
condi tions. 

Theoretically, these limitations of 
rigid-body analysis of shield mechanics 
are overcome by an elastic solution where 
the support is considered to be a deform
able body as opposed to a rigid body. If 
an elastic body is subjected to an exter
nal force, the body will be displaced 
(deformed) in proportion to the stiffness 
of the body (fig. 5) (3). Stiffness is 
a measure of the ability of a material 
(body) to deform and is defined as a 
structural engineering term as the force 
required to produce a unit deflection, 
expressed mathematically in the familiar 

Hooke's Law form of equation 1, where the 
resulting force is a linear function of 
the applied displacement. 

Fx == Kx • 0, (1) 

where Fx uniaxial force (load), 

o == uniaxial displacement, 

and uniaxial stiffness. 

Therefore, if the stiffness of the body 
is known and the displacement measured, 
the resulting force can be determined. 

This concept can be applied to roof 
supports if the support is assumed to act 
as an elastic body. The first require
ment then is to determine the stiffness 
of the support. The stiffness of a long
wall shield was determined from con
trolled displacement loading of a shield 
support in the MRS. Unlike the simple 
model presented in equation 1, where the 
displacement was confined to one direc
tion, the evaluation of longwall shields 
must consider displacements in two direc-. 
tions to account for both roof-to-floor 
(vertical) and face-to-waste (horizontal) 
strata convergence (fig. 6). Therefore, 
an elastic model with two degrees of 
freedom is examined (equation 2). 
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and 
(2 ) 

where Fv resultant vertical force, 

and 

The 
were 

Fh resultant horizontal force, 

vertical displacement, 

horizontal displacement, 

Kl vertical shield stiffness due 
to vertical displacement, 

K2 vertical shield stiffness due 
to horizontal displacement, 

K3 horizontal shield stiff
ness due to vertical 
displacement, 

K4 horizontal shield stiff
ness due to horizontal 
displacement. 

stiffness values (K" K2, 
determined by controlled 

Face to 
waste 

Roof ~--..... 
to 

floor o~ 
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FIGURE 6.-Longwall strata displacements and support 
reactions. 
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FIGURE 7.-Elastlc model vertical and horizontal force 
predictions. 

and horizontal displacement of a shield 
by the MRS. These s ti ffness tests are 
described in detail in appendix D. Mea
surement of the vertical and horizontal 
displacements then enable determination 
of the resultant vertical and horizontal 
forces acting on the shield canopy. 

The ability of the elastic stiffness 
model to determine resultant shield load
ing is illustrated in figure 7. Vertical 
force predictions are very good. Hori
zontal force predictions are less accu
rate, particularly when the shield is 
subjected to horizontal displacements. 
Test results indicate some nonlinearity 
in the shield stiffness parameters that 
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produces inaccuracies in the resultant 
force determinations, since average 
stiffness coefficients were utilized in 
the model. Representative shield stiff
ness values are documented in appendix D 
for a typical two-legged shield support. 
Further studies are being pursued to 
evaluate the causes of the stiffness non
linearity, but it appears that play and 

friction in the pin joints are largely 
responsible for the observed nonlinear
ity. The shield stiffness parameters 
also have been found to be functions of 
changes in shield geometry and setting 
pressures. However, if these parameters 
are properly considered, the elastic 
model is found to be an acceptable pre
dictor of resultant shield loading. 

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS USING ELASTIC ANALYSES 

The elastic analysis discussed in the 
previous section evaluated the support as 
a single deformable body. The body (sup
port) stiffness was determined experimen
tally by controlled displacement loading 
of the support structure in the MRS. 
Another approach would be to determine 
the stiffness characteristics of each 
component, experimentally or numerically, 
and formulate a stiffness matrix from 
which the load-displacement relationship 
of the structure could be deduced from 
analysis of each component (.§). In prin
cipal, the resultant horizontal and ver
tical force acting on the canopy could 
then be determined from measured dis
placements (deformations) of the shield 
structure. 

Numerical solutions of shield mechanics 
can be achieved by finite-element model
ing of the shield structure. The finite
element technique idealizes the support 
structure as a composition of a number 
of discrete pieces rather than as con
tinuous elements (7). These finite ele
ments enable the step-by-step buildup of 
the load-displacement relationship of a 
structure as a whole from those basic 
elements of which the structure is com
posed. Because the stresses are aver
aged over the area of the elements, the 
accuracy of the model is dependent, 
among other things, upon the number of 
elements. 

However, the construction of finite
element models of longwall roof supports 
is not without difficulties. Longwall 

supports are basically crude pin-jointed 
structures, and modeling pin friction in 
such joints can be difficult. Other dif
ficulties include the ability to accu
rately model internal platework and the 
effect of stress concentrations at struc
tural discontinuities. The Bureau's ex
perience with finite-element modeling of 
longwall shields is that simple models 
(i.e., simple beam models) constructed to 
fit a known shield response from physical 
testing, are more successful and much 
cheaper than complex models, which geo
metrically look more like the support 
structure, but are difficult to construct 
to properly simulate the structural fab
rication of the shield. 

Efforts to deduce load profiles from 
structural deformations (strain measure
ments) on a longwall shield from finite
element analysis have not been completely 
successful to date. Problems with model
ing a shield structure are partially re
sponsible, but tests and analysis have 
indicated that various contact configura
tions produce similar strain profiles 
in the support structure, resulting in 
a non-unique load-strain relationship. 
Therefore, multiple contact load condi
tions may not be predictable from finite
element analysis of the shield structure. 
For example, prediction of a canopy pres
sure (strain) distribution for a two
point canopy contact configuration from 
finite-element analysis of underside can
opy strain contours is shown in figure 8. 
Resultant load predictions (i.e., single 



point contact configurations) can be more 
accurately determined, but results to 
date are not better than the rigid-body 
and elastic shield body model presented 
in the previous section. 

Finite-element analysis is generally 
used to determine stresses in a structure 
from applied loads. In other words, re
sultant loading is generally the known 
parameter and the deformation (displace
ments) are computed. Utilized in this 
fashion, the finite-element technique can 
be a valuable method to determine criti
cal load conditions and stress concen
trations in a shield structure. Such 
analyses can produce more efficient sup
port designs by optimization of the dis
tribution of stresses in the support 
structure. 
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FIGURE a.-Finlte·element canopy pressure determina· 
tions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An evaluation of shield mechanics can 
be accomplished either by rigid-body or 
elastic analysis of the shield structure. 
Rigid-body models assume all components 
remain rigid and do not deform during 
load application. Elimination of un
knowns are required to produce a 
determinate solution of resultant shield 
loading by rigid-body static analysis of 
the shield structure. Tests in the MRS 
indicate two-dimensional rigid-body mod
els can determine resultant vertical 
forces acting on the canopy to within 3 
to 5 pet and resultant horizontal forces 
to within 25 pet or better depending on 
the load condition. 

An elastic model with two degrees of 
freedom to account for the vertical 
(roof-to-floor) and horizontal (face-to
waste) displacement activity of the 
strata was also found to be an effective 
method of determining resultant forces 
acting on the shield canopy. In princi
ple, the elastic solution should be more 
accurate providing the load-displacement 
relationship of the structure is properly 
defined. Test results indicate some 
nonlinearity in the shield stiffness, 

which makes an elastic solution more dif
ficult. However, the elastic stiffness 
model did produce resultant force deter
minations comparable in accuracy with 
the rigid-body evaluations. TIle elastic 
model has the advantage of being able to 
isolate the direction of the strata dis
placement that produced the support reac
tion. In other words, horizontal support 
reaction produced in response to face-to
waste displacement can be isolated from 
horizontal reactions produced by roof-to
floor strata convergence. Ideally, a 
support would react only a vertical force 
to vertical displacements and a horizon
tal force to horizontal displacements. 
The shield structure, because of its 
geometry and mechanics, reacts both a 
vertical and horizontal force to uniaxial 
vertical and horizontal displacements, 
indicating the shield may be an ineffi
cient design. 

Ultimately, numerical solutions to 
shield mechanics will be the most bene
ficial in the evaluation of roof sup
port structures. Currently, verifiable 
finite-element models have been difficult 
to produce, but the potential of the 
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finite-element technique is great. As 
additional experience is gained on 
how to effectively model longwall sup
ports, improvement in the accuracy of the 
finite-element results will be realized. 
As advancements are made in modeling 
techniques, a goal will be to optimize 

the support structure by providing more 
efficient distribution of stresses in 
shield components. This could lead to 
considerable improvements in shield de
sign with potential for a significant 
reduction in support costs. 
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APPENDIX A.--DESCRIPTION OF MINE ROOF SIMULATOR 

The Mine Roof Simulator (MRS) is a 
large hydraulic press (see figure 1 of 
text) designed to simulate the loading 
of full-scale underground mine roof sup
ports. The MRS is unique in its abil
ities to apply both a vertical and a hor
izontal load simultaneously. 

Both the vertical and horizontal axis 
can be programmed to operate in either 
force or displacement control. This 
capability permits tests, such as true 
friction-free controlled loading of 
shields, which cannot be accomplished in 
uniaxial test machines because the shield 
reacts a horizontal load to vertical roof 
convergence. Friction-free tests of this 
nature can be accomplished in the MRS by 
a1lowing the platen to float in the hori
zontal axis by commanding a zero horizon
tal load condition. Likewise, the MRS 
can apply controlled horizontal loading 
to a shield support; whereas, uniaxial 
test machines can only apply vertical 
loading with no control over horizontal 
load reactions or capability to provide a 
specified horizontal load to the struc
ture. The controlled displacement capa
bility allows determination of a struc
ture's stiffness, which is essential to 
understanding the load-displacement char
acteristics of the structure. 

The machine incorporates 20-ft square 
platens with a 16-ft vertical opening 

enabling full-scale testing of longwall 
support structures. Capacity of the sim
ulator is 1,500 tons of· vertical force 
and 800 tons of horizontal force and con
trolled displacement ranges of 24 in ver
tically and 16 in horizontally. Load and 
displacement control is provided in four 
ranges operating under a 12-bit analog
to-digital closed loop control network, 
providing a load control capability of 
better than 0.1 kip (100 lb) and dis
placement control capability of better 
than 0.001 in. in the smallest load
displacement range. 

Machine control and data acquisition is 
achieved by a commercially available com
puter. Eighty-eight channels of test 
article transducer conditioning are pro
ided. Data acquisition is interfaced 
with the control network so that machine 
behavior can be controlled by response of 
the test article instrumentation. For 
example, tests can be terminated or held 
when strain values reach a designated 
level in specified areas of the support 
structure. High-speed data acquisition 
is available with a separate computer at 
a rate of 300 samples per second. An 
X-Y-Z recorder provides real-time plot
ting of three data channels while all 
data are stored on computer disks for 
subsequent processing and analysis. 
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APPENDIX B.--THREE-DIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM 

CANOPY 

TABLE B-1. - Canopy nomenclature description 

Vector represented Scalar components 
Canopy hinge pin force •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

,Canopy capsule force •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Leg cylinder force .....••••••••.••••••.•...••.•••••••••.•• 

Resultant force ••.......•••..•••...............•••••••.•.• 

Canopy hinge pin moments •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Canopy capsule moment ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Leg cylinder moment ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Canopy resultant force moment ••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Canopy capsule moment vector distance ••••••••••••••••••••• 

Leg cylinder moment vector distance •••••••••••••••.••••••• 

Resultant moment vector distance ••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 

Left 

Px 1, 

Qx h 

Lxh 

Rx 1, 

Mpx 1, 

MQx 1, 

MLx 1, 

MRx I, 

XI Q' 

XI L, 

XI R, 

Py 1, Pz 1 

Qyh Qzl 

Ly" Lz I 

Ry" Rz 1 

Mpy 1, Mpz I 

MOY 1, MOzI 

MLy I, MLz I 

MRy I, MRz 1 

YI Q zl Q 

Y lL, z I L 

Y 1 R, zlR 

Tip tv 

L 

o I ~~IIII:::---'1::""-"- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -
fL MR Centerline 

I'V 

R 

Overhead view Right 

IV rv 
ML MR 

IV 

YI R Top 

01 rv 
rL Tip MQ 

Side view Bottom 
FIGURE B·1.-Three·dlmenslonal free body diagram of canopy. 



Summation of Forces (fig. B-1) 

IF = P + Q + L + R '" O. 

IFxI '" Pxl + Qxl + LxI + Rxl O. 

IFYI = Py l + Qyl + Lyl + Ryl O. 

IFz 1 = Pz 1 + Qzl + Lzl + Rzl o. 

IM (01) = Mp + MQ + ML + MR + (rQ x Q) + (rL x 1) + (rR 

IMx l(Ol) = Mpxl + MOxl + MLxl + MRxl + (y 1 QQz 1 - z 1 QQy 1) 

+ (y 1 LL z 1 - ZlLLyl) + (Y1RRzl - ZlRRyl) = o. 

+ (ZlLLxl - X1LLzl) + (ZlRRxl - X1RRzl) = o. 

IMz l(Ol) = Mpzl + MOzl + MLz1 + MRzl + (Xl0Qyl - Yl0Qxl) 

+ (X1LLyl - Y1LLxl) + (X1RRyl - Y1RRxl) '" o. 

x R.') = o. 
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(B-l) 

(B-2) 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

(B-5) 

(B-6) 

(B-7 ) 

(B-3) 
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CAVING SHIELD 

TABLE B-2. - Caving shield nomenclature description 

Symbol Vector represented Scalar components 
E Canopy hinge pin force •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Exz, EyZ, Ezz 
'" U Capsule force ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ux2, Uy 2, Uz 2 

T Compression lemniscate link force ••••••••••••••••••••••• TxZ, TyZ, Tzz 
'" S Tension lemniscate link force ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SxZ, SyZ, SzZ 
'" Rc Caving shield gob reaction force •••••••••••••••••••••••• RCxZ, RcyZ, RCzZ 
'" ME Canopy hinge pin moment ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MExZ, MEyZ, MEzZ 
'" MU Capsule moment.......................................... MUxZ, MuyZ, MUzz 

MT Compression lemniscate link moment •••••••••••••••••••••• MTxZ, MTyZ, MTzZ 
'" MS Tension lemniscate link moment •••••••••••••••••••••••••• MSxZ, MSyZ, MSzZ 

MRC Gob reaction moment ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MRcxZ, MRCyZ' MRCzZ 

rE Canopy hinge pin moment vector distance ••••••••••••••••• XZE, YZE, ZZE 

ru Capsule moment vector distance •••••••••••••••••••••••••• xzu, Yzu, ZZu 

rT Compression lemniscate link moment vector distance •••••• XZT, YZT, zZT 

rRC Gob reaction moment vector distance ••••••••••••••••••••• XZRC, YZRC, ZZRC 

Overhead view 

Y2 
MRC 

Rc 
x2 

T 

Side view 

Left 

Right 

Mu 

Toward 
canopy 
hinge 

ME 

E 

FIGURE B·2.-Three·dlmenslonal free body diagram of caving shield. 
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SummatIon of Forces (fig. B-2) 

IF = E + U + T + S + RC = o. 
IF x2 = Ex2 + ux2 + Tx2 + sxz + RCx2 o. 

IFy2 :::: Ey2 + uy2 + TyZ + Sy2 + RCy2 :::: o. 

IFz2 = Ez2 + uzz + Tz2 + szz + RCz2 o. 

Summation of Moments (fig. B-2) 

IM (02) = ME + MU + MT + MS + MRC 

+ (~E x E) + (~U x U) + (~T x T) + (~RC x RC) = O. 

IM x2(02) = MExZ + MUx2 + MTx2 + MSx2 + MRCx2 

+ (Y2EEz2 - Z2EEyZ) + (Y2UUz2 - Z2UUyZ) + (Y2TTz2 - Z2TTy2) 

+ (Y2RCRCz2 - Z2RCRCy2) = O. 

IMyz(02) = MEy2 + MUy2 + MTyZ + MsyZ + MRCyZ 

+ (z2EEx2 - X2EEz2) + (Z2UUx2 - X2UUzZ) + (Z2TTx2 - XZTT z2) 

+ (Z2 RCRCx 2 - X2RCRCz2) = o. 

IM z2(02) = MEz2 + MUz2 + MTzZ + MSz2 + MRCz2 

+ (X2EEy2 - Y2EEx2) + (X2UUy2 - Y2UUx2) + (X2TTyZ - Y2TTx2) 

+ (XZRCRCy2 - Y2RCRCxZ) = O. 
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(B-9j 

(B-10) 

(B-ll) 

(B-12) 

(B-13) 

(B-14) 

(B-15 ) 

(B-16) 
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BASE 

TABLE B-3. - Base structure nomenclature description 

Symbol Vector represented 
rv 

RB Base resultant reaction force ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'" B Leg force •.•.•••••••.••..•••••.•••••••••••.••••••••..••••• 
'" C Compression lemniscate link force .•.......••..•.•.......•. 
rv 

Scalar components 
RBX3, RBy3, RBz3 

BX3, By3' Bz 3 

Cx3, Cy3, Cz3 

D Tension lemniscate link force............................. DX 3' Dy3 , Dz3 

rRB Base resultant reaction moment distance •.................. X3RB, Y3RB, Z3RB 

rB Leg moment vector distance ...•..............•...•.....•... X3B, Y3B, Z38 

rc Compression lemniscate link moment distance .......•....... x3C, Y3C, z3C 

Left 

,." 

Me 

- Front 
Mo IV 

RB 

Overhead view 
Right 

tv o -:~~~~~~:=2i:==~ Front 

Side view 
FIGURE B·3.-Three·dimensional free body diagram of base. 
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Summation of Forces (fig. B-3) 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

= RS + B + C + D = O. 

I Fx3 = RBx3 + Bx3 + Cx 3 + Dx3 = O. 

IFy3 = RBy3 + By3 + Cy3 + Dy3 = O. 

LF z 3 = RS z3 + Bz3 + Cz3 + Dz3 = O. 

Summation of Moments (fig. B-3) 

#V I"V rv "'" 

(03) = MRS + Ms + Mc + Mo 

+ (rRB x Rs) + (rs x B) + (rc x C) = o. 

+ (Y3CCz3 - Z3CCy3) = o. 

IMy3(03) = MRSy3 + MSy3 + MCy3 + Mo y3 

+ (Z3CCx3 - X3CCz3) = o. 

LMz3(03) = MRsz3 + MS z3 + Mcz3 + Mo z3 
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(B-1?) 

(B-l8) 

(B-l9) 

(B-20) 

(B-2l) 

(B-22) 

(B-23) 

(B-24) 
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APPENDIX C.--TWO-DIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM 

A simplistic, two-dimensional diagram 
of a generic two-legged shield support 
is shown in figure 2 in the text. The 
shield structure is an indeterminate 
structure with multiple load paths cre
ated by hydraulic leg and canopy capsule 
cylinders and the caving shield-lemnis
cate linkage system. Static equilibrium 
requirements can be reduced to three in
dependent equations for solution of the 
vertical and horizontal resultant forces 
depicted in figure C-l. A static rigid
body analysis of the shield structure re
veals that these equations can be devel
oped by examining the forces acting on 
the canopy and canopy-caving shield com
bination by summation of moments about 
the canopy hinge pin, the instantaneous 
center of the lemniscate links, and the 
tension link and caving shield hinge pin; 
if the leg, canopy capsule, and compres
sion lemniscate link forces are known. 
Simultaneous solution of these three in
dependent equations provides generic so
lution to the resultant load vector pa
rameters as follows. 

VERT = (A + B + C - D + E - F - G) 

/ (H - I), (C-l) 

where 

A L*COSa * (X6 - X3) * CONSl, 

FIGURE C·1.-Summation of moments about canopy 
hinge pin. 

B N*SINO * (X5 - X3) * CONSl, 

C N*COSe * (Y5 - YR4) * CONSl, 

D L*COSa * (X6 - X3) * CONS2, 

E L*COSa * (X6 - X,), 

and 

F C*COSS * (Y2 - YI), 

G C*SINS * (X2 - XI), 

I (X3 - XO) * CONS2, 

CONSI yo) + 1, 

CONS2 

HORZ = VERTLOC/(Y3 - YO) 

+ VERT * (X3 - XO)/(Y3 - YO), 

L*COSa * (X 6 - XO)/(Y3 - yo) 

+ L*SINa, 

where 

VERTLOC = L*COSa * (X6 - X3) + N*SINS 

* (X5 - X3) + N*COSS * (Y5 - YR4), 

MAGNITUDE = (VERT2 + HORZ2) 1/2, 

and 

LOC = VERTLOC/VERT. 

Interpretation 
follows: 

of the terms are 

VERT is the vertical shield reaction 
force, 

as 

HORZ is the horizontal shield reaction 
force, 



L is the measured leg force, 

N is the measured canopy capsule 
force, 

C is the lemniscate link force 
determined from link strain 
measurements, 

a is the leg angle relative to the 
vertical axis, 

8 is the canopy capsule angle 
relative to the horizontal 
axis, 

S is the lemniscate link angle 
relative to the horizontal 
axis, and 

XI,YI are spatial coordinates of the 
shield geometry. 

Derivation of these equations 
follows: 

is as 

1. Summation of moments about canopy 
hinge pin (fig. C-1) 

I M(A)' + = -VERT * LOC + L 

* COS (a) * (X6 - X3) + N 

* SIN (8) (X5 - X3) + N 

* COS (8) * (Y5 - YR4) = o. (C-2) 

2. SUmmation of moments about instan
taneous link center (fig. C-2) 

I M(!)?" + = -VERT 

* {LOC + (X3 - Xo)} + HORZ 

* (Y3 - YO) + L * COS (a) 

* (X6 - Xo) - L * SIN (a) 

o. (C-3) 

3. Summation of moments about tension 
link and caving shield hinge pin (fig. 
C-3) 

FIGURE C·2.-Summation of moments about Instan· 
taneous lemniscate link center. 

FIGURE C·3.-Summation of moments about tension link 
and caving shield hinge pin. 

I M(T)! + = -VERT * {LOC + (X3 - Xl)} 

+ HORZ * (Y3 - Y 1 ) + L * COS (a) 

* (X6 - Xl) - L * SIN (a) 

* (Y3 - Yl) - C * COS (S) 

* (Y2 - Yl) - C * SIN (S) 

17 

o. (C-4) 

Solution 
. follows: 

of these equations is as 
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Step 1. Solve equation C-3 for HORZ: 

HORZ [VERT * {LOC + (X3 - XO)} 

- L * COS (a) * (X6 - XO) 

+ L * SIN (a) * (Y 3 - yo)] 

/ (Y 3 - YO)' 

Step 2. Solve equation C-2 for VERT 
* LOC: 

VERT * LOC = L * COS (a) * (X6 - X3 ) 

+ N * SIN (8) * (X5 - X3) + N 

* COS (8) * (Y 5 - YR 4 ). 

Step 3. Substitute VERT * LOC from 
step 2 and HORZ from step 1 into equation 

C-4 and solve for VERT, yielding equation 
C-l. 

Step 4. Substitute VERT * LOC from 
step 2 and VERT from step 3 into equation 
C-2 to determine HORZ 

HORZ = VERT * LOC/(Y 3 - yo) 

+ VERT * (X3 - XO)/(Y3 - yo) 

- L * COS (a) * (X6 - Xo) 

/ (Y 3 - Yo) + L * SIN (a). 

Step 5. Solve equation from step 2 for 
LOC 

LOC = VERT * LOC / VERT. 
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APPENDIX D.--SHIELD STIFFNESS DETERMINATIONS 

The load-displacement relationship of 
the shield structure can be described by 
the following mathematical relationship, 
which describes vertical and horizontal 
support reactions as a function of verti
cal (roof-to-floor) and horizontal (face
to-waste) displacements. 

and 

where Fv 

Fh 

Ov 

Oh 

and 

K1, K2, 
K3, K4 

(D-l) 

(D-2) 

resultant vertical force, 

resultant horizontal force, 

vertical (roof -to-f loor) 
shield displacement, 

= horizontal (face-to-waste) 
shield displacement, 

shield stiffness 
coefficients. 

The shield stiffness coefficients (KI' 
K2, K3, K4) were determined with the 
aid of the Bureau's Mine Roof Simulator 
(MRS). A description of the MRS and its 
capabilities is provided in appendix 
A. The simulator is active in both the 
vertical and horizontal axis and can 

PRETEST CONDITION 

Applied 
vertical load, 

Horizo~tal Fv 
reaction, 

.-L Fh 

T 
8v 

VERTICAL CONVERGENCE 

Fy= KI8 y + K28h - 8h -0 - Fy • KI8 y 

Fh -K38y + K~h - 8 h "0 - Fh 1& K38y 

FIGURE D·1.-Vertlcal convergence tests in MRS. 

be programmed to operate in displace
ment control independently in each axis, 
allowing a shield to be subjected to 
controlled vertical and horizontal 
displacements. 

Examination of equations D-l and D~2 

and figures D-l and D-2 reveals how the 
shield stiffness parameters were deter
mined. By commanding the MRS to maintain 
a fixed horizontal displacement of the 
platen (fig. D-l), the shield is sub
jected to pure vertical convergence. 
Terms K20h and K40h of equations D-l and 
D-2, respectively, then become zero since 
Oh = 0, leaving Fv = KIOv and Fh = K30v. 
From the vertical shield displacement and 
the associated reactive forces of the 
shield, the vertical stiffness parameters 
(K I and K3) can be calculated: KI being 
equal to the ratio of resultant vertical 
shield load to the vertical displacement 
and K3 equal to the ratio of the resul
tant horizontal load to the vertical 
displacement. Likewise, subjecting the 
shield to pure horizontal (face-to-waste) 
displacement (fig. D-2) permits determi
nation of stiffness parameters K2 and K4 
as terms Klo v and K30v of equations D-l 
and D-2, respectively, become zero for 
o v = o. 

Vertical 
reaction, 

Fv 

PRETEST 
CONDITION 

HORIZONTAL 
DISPLACEMENT 

Fv =K18v + K28h - 8v =0 
Fh =K38v + K48h - 8v =0 

Fv:: K28h 

Fh" K48h 

FIGURE D·2.-Horlzontal displacement tests In MRS. 
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The results of the MRS tests for one 
shield configuration are shown in figure 
4 in the text, depicting reac~ive forces 
as a function of applied MRS displace
ments. The slopes of the force-displace
ments plots under controlled vertical 
and horizontal convergence determine the 
stiffness parameters (K 1, K2, K3, K4)' 
Table D-1 presents least squares analyses 
determinations of the stiffness parame
ters at shield heights of 58 and 78 in, 
with and without an active canopy cap
sule. As can be seen from the table, the 
shield exhibits different responses 
at different shield heights because of 
changes in the geometry of the structure. 
Generally speaking, the stiffness of the 

U,S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1987,605·017'60124 

structure in both the vertical and hori
zontal axis increases at reduced shield 
heights. This necessitates developing 
characteristic stiffness curves as a 
function of shield height. 

TABLE D-1. - Shield stiffness 
parameters, kips per inch 

Shield configuration Kl K2 K3 
78 in: 

Active capsule ••••• 585 174 157 
Inactive capsule ••• 633 268 228 I 

58 in: 
Active capsule ••••• 666 505 328 
Inactive capsule ••• 715 517 430 

K4 

203 
229 

505 
378 
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